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The following slides of Soviet Russia and Soviet Asia are from the collection of Raymond V. Schoder, S.J. The collection was prepared of Fr. Schoder's, S.J. selected slides. Many of the shots had been taken by Fr. Schoder on the original sites and some of the slides had been purchased.
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RUSSIA, Box No. 1 - lecture

1. MAP: Russia gen.
2. MAP: Central Asia
3. CYRILLIC ALPHABET
4. LENINGRAD map
5. LENINGRAD Admiralty Hq.
6. LENINGRAD: Admiralty front det.
7. LENINGRAD: Rostra col. a. Neva
8. LENINGRAD: Stock Exchange/Navy Museum
9. LENINGRAD: St. Issac Cathedral
10. LENINGRAD: Pushkin Gardens, Peter-Paulchurch byd.
11. LENINGRAD: Peter Paul Cathd.
12. LENINGRAD: Winter Pal. across Neva
13. LENINGRAD: winter Pal. close
29. FRA ANGELICO: BVM w. S. Dominic, Aquinas (Hermitage) *
30. DA VINCI: Benoi Madonna (Hermitage) *
31. REMBRANDT: David Farewell to Jonathan (Hermitage) *
32. EL GRECO: SS Paul & Peter (Hermitage) *
33. VAN GOGH: Thatched Cottages (Hermitage) *
34. MATISSE: Dance (Hermitage) *
35. RUS. FURN: Malachite urn, c.1830, St. Petersbg (Hermitage) #
36. PETRODVORETS: Palace, Rastelli, # 1770
37. RUSSIA: Ilyushin 4-rear-jet *
38. TASHKENT: Hotel Uzbekistan
39. TASHKENT: People & apartments
40. TASHKENT: Market
41. TASHKENT: Party HQ
42. TASHKENT: Mon. of People's Courage, w. Bride; rd. Museum
43. TASHKENT: Lenin
45. ASHKHABAD: Mts on Iranian border
46. ASHKHABAD: Cement sculpt: Prolet.
47. ASHKHABAD: Lenin Sq, w. Youth Corps fr. Afghanistan
48. ASHKHABAD: Brezhnev sign
49. ASHKHABAD: Mus. of Econ. Achievement
50. ASHKHABAD: Gallery of Union of Artists
51. ASHKHABAD: Turkmen musicians
52. ASHKHABAD: Carpet Weaving
53. ASHKHABAD: RVS Turkman, on camel
54. DUSHAMBE: tree-arcaded blvd.
55. DUSHAMBE: Lenin Sq, govt offices
56. DUSHAMBE: Mon. to Rudaki: pioneer Farsi/ Tajik poet; Med. Inst.
57. NUREK: Fountain in town center
58. NUREK: Power dam fr. below (1100', highest)
59. NUREK: Dammed lake (70 km. long)
61. POKROV: Church, 1160, by Prince Andrei #
62. KHIZI Church: wood roofs, 1714 #
63. SAMARKAND: Gen. of citadel (Afrosiab) at rt., setting
64. SAMARKAND: Ulug Beg’s Observatory
65. SAMARKAND: Ulug Beg’s Observatory
66. SAMARKAND: Ulug Beg’s Observatory recstr., int.
68. SAMARKAND: Reg: Ulug-Beg (1), Tillya-Kari (m), Shir-Dor
69. SAMARKAND: Reg: Shir-Dor Madrasah (1636)
70. SAMARKAND: Reg: Shir-Dor Court det.
71. SAMARKAND: Reg: Tillya-Kari Madrasah
72. SAMARKAND: Reg: Tillya-Kari front
73. SAMARKAND: Reg Tillya-Kari minaret
74. SAMARKAND: Reg: Tillya-Kari mosque dome & minaret
75. SAMARKAND: Reg: Tillya-Kari domel 1660
76. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir dome thru portal
77. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir dome full
78. SAMARKAND: Gur-Emir dome, Tb Taml. #
79. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir (Tamerlane tomb) dome int.
80. SAMARKAND: Shahi-Zinda maus. complex, w. Muslim cemetery
81. SAMARKAND: Shahi-Zinda mausolea st
82. SAMARKAND: 16c wood doors of Kusam-ibn-Abbas mosque, in Shahi-Zinda complex
83. SAMARKAND: Shahi-Zinda maus. int.
84. SAMARKAND: Shahi-Zinda mausolea
85. SAMARKAND: Zinda: Maus of Turkan, Tamerlaine’s sister
86. SAMARKAND: stalactite dome of Kazzade-Rumi mausoleum
87. SAMARKAND: Mon to poets
88. SAMARKAND: Poets
89. BUKHARA: Citadel, mosques: tel. far
91. BUKHARA: Ark/Citadel
92. BUKHARA: Wooden mosque porch(aivan) in Ark/Citadel
93. BUKHARA: Magoki-Attari mosque
94. BUKHARA: Magoki-Attari mosque (now bar)
95. BUKHARA: Divan-Beghi Madrasah det.
96. BUKHARA: inner ct. of Divan-Beghi Madrasah (carananserni)
97. BUKHARA: aivan/porch of Bolo-Khauz mosque (ptd)
98. BUKHARA: portal of Bolo-Khauz mosque (painted imit. tiles)
100. BUKHARA: Samani Mausoleum (9/10 c.)
101. BUKHARA: Samani mausoleum (9/10 c.)
102. BUKHARA: Kalyan minaret (1127), brick
103. BUKHARA: Kalyan Minaret: up, w. entry
104. BUKHARA: Summer Pal. room (1911)
105. BUKHARA: Market
106. KOLKHOZ/ collective Farm; camels
107. KHIIVA: Ark fort Exec Sq, Kalta Minor 'minaret'
108. KHIIVA: Kalta Minor unfinished minsret' (or Zoroastrian fire tower?)
109. KHIIVA: Mausoleum Pakhlavan Mahmud (14c) court
110. KHIIVA: Tomb of Pakhlavan Mahmud (14c)
111. KHIIVA: Mausol. Tash-Kauli tile *
112. KHIIVA: Tash Kauli Palace (1830) aivan cols.
113. KHIIVA: Islam Koja minaret (1908)
114. KHIIVAI Islam Koja mosque frt (1908)
115. KHIIVA: Muslim cemetery
116. URGENCH: PTT
117. URGENCH: Tile mosaic on front of Music & Th. Inst.
118. MOSCOW: center
119. MOSCOW: Panorama, fr. Univ. hill
120. MOSCOW: Ukraina Hotel
121. MOSCOW: Govt. bldg. of Russia Rep. (white, center)
122. MOSCOW: New Maidens Nunnery acr. river
123. MOSCOW: New Maidens Nunnery ch
124. MOSCOW: New Maidens Nunnery tower
125. MOSCOW: Bolshoi Theater, Apollo stat.
126. MOSCOW: Tretyakov Gallery, 1906 *
127. RUS. ICON: Virgin of Vladimir, 12 c (Tretyakov, Moscow) #
128. RUS. ICON: Trinity by Andrei Rublev, c. 1410 (Tretyakov) #
129. MOSCOW: University, 1953
130. MOSCOW: Kremlin plan
131. MOSCOW: Kremlin acros Moscow river
132. KREMLIN: across Moscow River; Cathd. Annunc. at rt. *
133. MOSCOW: Fireworks over Kremlin *
134. MOSCOW: St. Basil's Kremlin gate
134a. MOSCOW: S. Basil *
135. MOSCOW: St. Basil's domes
136. MOSCOW: Churches in Kremlin
137. MOSCOW: Churches in Kremlin
138. KREMLIN: Annunciation Cathd. 1489 *
139. MOSCOW: Kremlin Assumpt. Cathd. ext*
140. KREMLIN: Cathd. of Assumption, 1479*
141. KREMLIN: Assumption Cathd. int. *
142. KREMLIN: Xt Icon in Assumption * 14c
143. KREMLIN: Fresco S. Alexis, Assumpt. * 15c
144. IMPERIAL CREST, on Czar's Chair in Ch. Assumpt, Kremlin*
145. KREMLIN: Hall of Congresses inside wall
146. KREMLIN: Palace of Facets, 1490 *
147. KREMLIN: Hall of St. George, 1850
148. MONOMACH'S CAP, 15c, w. wha. all Czars
149. RUSSIAN IMPERIAL CROWN of Catherine Gt 1762 (Moscow) #
150. KREMLIN: Czars' Orb of Power, 1662: Diamonds, Sapphires, Rubies *
151. KREMLIN: Patriarch's Mitre, 19c, w. pearls *
152. KREMLIN: Icon Cover, 17c: Xt *
153. MOSCOW: Red Square, fr. S. Basil *
154. MOSCOW: Lenin Tomb in Red Square
155. GUM govt dept.store
156. MOSCOW: Subway station
157. MOSCOW: Subway station
158. MOSCOW: Subway station
158a. MOSCOW: Subway stuccoed ceiling *
159. MOSCOW: small

RUSSIA, Box No. 2

1. RUSSIA MAP: Central Asia
2. MAP: Central Asia detail
3. LENINGRAD: Czar Mon., St. Isaac Cathd, Admiraly spire byd.
4. LENINGRAD: Wint. Pal. (Govt till 1917, now part of Hermitage)
5. LENINGRAD: Hermitage across Neva
6. LENINGRAD: Admiralty front
7. MOSCOW: Supreme Soviet meeting room #
8. MOSCOW: St. Basil #
9. KREMLIN: Dormition Cathd., 1478 #
10. KREMLIN: Cathd. Annunc., Philaret's Tower, Bono Tower *
11. The Assumption Cathedral Fresco "The Virgin's Council", the Easter church. End XV century
12. The Assumption Cathedral. Icon "The Vladimir Virgin", XIV century
13. The Assumption Cathedral Fresco "The Saint". The Altar partition, XV century
15. The Assumption Cathedral. Icon "Metropolitan Peter". XV - early XVI centuries
16. The Assumption Cathedral. Icon St. George". XII century
17. The Assumption Cathedral Icon "Metropolitan Peter". XV - early XVI centuries
20. The Assumption Cathedral. Icon "Khalkopratyanskaya Virgin", XIV century
21. The Assumption Cathedral, The place of Ivan the Terrible. XVI century
23. MOSCOW: St. Basil's n. Kremlin
24. MOSCOW: New Maidens Nunnery
25. MOSCOW: St. Basil's n. Kremlin
26. KREMLIN: Panel of Carriage, 1746, given by Frederick Gt. of Prussia *
27. MOSCOW: Bolshoi Theater, 1853 *
28. MOSCOW: Kremlin gate
29. MOSCOW: Kremlin wall, gate
30. MOSCOW: Kremlin offices across river *
31. MOSCOW: Red Square; GUM rt
32. Red Square. State Museum of History
33. Red Square Moscow working people procession (1972)
34. Red Square. Kremlin Spassky Tower
35. Red Square Military review November 7, 1971)
36. MOSCOW: Subway station
37. MOSCOW: Subway station
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38. MOSCOW: Subway station
39. MOSCOW: Subway bronze group *
40. MOSCOW: Subway aisle *
41. MOSCOW: Subway glass window
42. SAMARKAND: Reg: Tillya-Kari side
43. SAMARKAND: Reg: Shir-dor inner court
44. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir ext.
45. SAMARKAND: Gur
46. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir: Tamerlane Tomb int.
47. SAMARKAND: Shahi-Zinda mausolea
48. SAMARKAND: Mosq. Bibi-Khanym entry
49. SAA MKAND: Market
50. SAMARKAND: Shir Dor facade #
51. SAMARKAND: Khazret-Khyzr mosque
52. SAMARKAND: Shakh Zinda mausolea #
53. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir dome
54. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir dome, tel.
55. SAMARKAND: Reg; Tillya-Kari mosque dome, tel. 1660
56. SAMARKAND: Registan gen.
57. SAMARKAND: Registan center
58. SAMARKAND: Registan gen., close
59. SAMARKAND: Reg: Shir-Dor Madrasah det. (1636)
60. SAMARKAND: Gur Emir dome det. #
61. TASHKENT: Subway station
62. TASHKENT: Palace of Peoples' Friendship
63. TASHKENT: Madrasah/Seminary front
64. TASHKENT: Fountain n. Party Hq.
65. TASHKENT: Subway station
66. ASHKHABAD: RVS on camel, as Turkman
67. ASHKHABAD: Camels w. Nancy, Larry
68. ASHKHABAD: Camels
69. ASHKHABAD: Lenin Park
70. UZBEK WOMEN n. Bukhara, at shop
71. BUKHARA: Summer Palace ct (1911)
72. BUKHARA: Chasman mausol. (12-16 c)
73. BUKHARA: Kalyan minaret (1127), 160'
74. BUKHARA: Magoki-Attari mosque (now barl)
75. BUKHARA: part of old city wall
76. BUKHARA: Divan-Beghi Madrasah frt
77. Khiva. The Ancient Citadel End of XVII century
78. Khiva. View of the City
80. KHIVA: Tash Kauli Palace ct (1830)
81. KHIVA: Djuma mosque minaret (18 c)
82. KHIVA: Ark entry porch (aivan) 1855
83. PENDZHIKENT ('5 Villages') houses, destr. by Arabs 8 c
84. SOGDIANA Mts.
85. SOGDIANA MTS at Pendzhikent
86. SOGDIANA MTS n. Samarkand, on Alex' last route
87. SOGDIANA MTS N. Pendzhikent
88. NUREK: Power dam fr. above: stone wall
89. KOLHOZ/Collective Farm: houses
90. RUS. PORCELAIN: Teapot, 19 c Volokitino Ware (Hermitage) #
91. Khiva. Wooden Carved Column Early XIX century
94. BUKHARA: Citadel, mosques from far
97. Red Square. St. Basil's Cathedral (wing)
98. Red Square, Blue spruce at Kremlin wall
99. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin speaks in Red Square (1919)
100. Red Square. Young Pioneers’ march past (1972)
101. Red Square. Sport pageant (May 1, 1972)
102. Red Square. State Department Store (Gum)
104. The Assumption Cathedral. Icon "Archangel Michael Appears to Iissus Navin". XIII century
105. Red Square St. Basil’s Cathedral
107. The Assumption Cathedral. General view
108. The Assumption Cathedral. Icon "Apostles Peter and Paul: End XVI century